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Abst rac t - -The  authors consider difference quations of the form 
A (an(Ayn)% + ¢(n, yn,Ayn) + q~f(Yn+l) = 0, (E) 
where an > O, qn > O, f,  and ¢ are continuous real valued functions, and uf(u) > 0 for u ¢ 0. They 
give oscillation results for equation (E). Examples are included to illustrate the results. @ 2001 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the second-order quasilinear difference quation with a damping term 
A (an(Ayn) ~) + ¢(n, Yn, Aye) + qnf(Yn+l) = 0, (1) 
where n E N = {0, 1 ,2 , . . .  }, A is the forward difference operator Ayn = Yn+I -- Yn, a~ > O, 
qn > 0, (~ > 0 is the  ratio of odd positive integers, %b : N x R 2 --. R and f : R ~ R are real 
valued continuous functions, and uf(u)  > 0 for u ¢ 0. By a solution of equation (1), we mean 
a real sequence {Yn} s;~tisfying equation (1) for all n E N, and we say that the solution {y~} is 
nonoscillatory if it is eventually of constant sign, and it is oscillatory otherwise. An equation is 
said to be oscillatory if all its solutions are oscillatory. 
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the study of the oscillatory and asymp- 
totic properties of solutions of difference quations of type (1) and related equations, and we cite 
as recent contributions to this study the monographs of Agarwal et aI. [1,2] and the papers of 
Chen and Zhang [3], Graef et al. [4], Li and Yea [5], Thandapani  et al. [6-13], Wong and Agarwal 
[14,15], and Zhang and Chen [16]. In particular, equations of the form 
A(anAy~) + p~Ay~ + q~f(y~+l) = 0, (El) 
A2yn + p~6(y~, Ayn) + q,~f(y,~+l)g(Ay~) = 0, (E2) 
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and 
A(a,~Ayn)  + ¢(n,  y,.~, Ayes) + qnf(Y~+l)  = O, (E~) 
are considered in the papers [6], [11], and [4], respectively, where the authors obtain criteria 
fbr the oscillation and asymptot ic  behavior of solutions of equations (El) (E3). In [14,15], the 
authors considered the equation 
/', (,~,,(/',>,)(*) + b,,(/',~,,,y + H(, , ,  >~,/',>,) = o, (E~) 
and obtained conditions for the existence of positive monotone solutions as well as sufficient 
conditions for all solutions to oscillate. 
In this paper, we obtain criteria for the oscillation and asymptot ic  behavior of solutions of 
equation (1) which include some of the results obtained for equations (E1)-(E4) as special cases, 
and extend and complement those in [4,6,7,11]. We will also assume that  
(H,) there is a constant ~.~1 > 0 such that f (u ) /u  ~ > ~.I1 for all u ~ 0; 
(H2) there are nonnegative real sequences {P,~} and {p.~} such that  
P ,S  ~+1 <_ v¢(n ,  u, v) <_ p,,v ~+1 ,
for all ( 'n,u,v) c N x R x R and ¢(n ,u ,0)  = 0. 
As we see from (H2), the damping term ¢ may take on positive and negative values and does not 
necessarily satisf~y" a condition of the form 
v0('lz, u, v) _> 0, for v # 0, 
as is usually required by other authors. Notice that if q5 does satisfy this inequality, then we can 
take the sequence {P,~} in Condition (H2) to be identically zero. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
Our first two results ensure that  any solution of equation (1) is either oscil latory or monoton- 
ically decays to zero. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that (H1),(Hg.) hold and assume that  for some no c N, 
,~,~ -v , ,  > 0 (2) 
and 
fbr all ~ > no. I f  
{P,n } is noninereasing (3) 
Z q" - ~±1 / = oo (4) 
~1 ~' r to  8~o 
(2) 
then eveI y solut ion of  equation (1) is either oscil latory or tends monotonica l ly  to zero as n --+ c~. 
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PROOF. Let {y,~} be 8, nonoscil latory solution of equation (1), and without loss of generality, we 
assume that  y,~ > 0 for all n _> no; the proof for the case where y,~ < 0 eventually is similar and 
will be omitted. We consider the following three cases for the behavior of {Ayn}. 
CASE 1. {Ayn} is oscillatory. 
(a) First, suppose there exists an integer nl _> no such that  Ayn, < 0. From equation (1), we 
have 
Z2~(an 1(/X?J?I 1 )P~)Z2~Y?-~I - -  --(/)('~1} ~JT~I , z~Y[]I )/~Y~'},I - -  qlzl,f(?]l],14-1)Z2~Y?9-1 ,
SO 
- 'A ,  ~(~ Ayn~ (an l+ l (Ayn l+ l )  a anlL ,7nl) ) > -pn~(Ay ,n l )  c~+l 
Hence, 
2Xyrz, (an ,+ l (Ayn ,+ l )  a) > (aTz 1 -- pn l ) (Ayn l )  c~+1 > O. 
Thus, we have Ay~,+z < 0, and so by induction, we obtain Ay,~ < 0 for all n _> nz. 
(b) Now suppose &y~ = 0. Then, equation (1) implies Ayn~+l < 0 and we are back to 
Case (a). Thus, in either situation, we have Ay,~ < 0 for all n _> nl + 1. This contradicts 
the assumption that  {Ayn} oscillates, so {Ayn} has fixed sign. 
CASE 2. Ay~ >0fora l ln_>n l_>n0.  Define 
~,dA>0 (~ 
z,z = f (Y,O ' (6) 
then fl'om equation (1), we have 
6(n, Yn, Ayes) a,~(Ay,~){~Af(y~O (7) 
Az~ = -% f (Y~+l )  f (Y~Of(Yn+l )  
In view of Conditions (H1) and (H2), equation (7) impl ies 




Summing the last inequality from nl to n, we obtain 
z~+l _< z~ - q~ - ~ . 
,S~ml 
Now condition (4) implies that  {z~} is eventually negative, and this contradiction completes the 
proof in this case. 
CASE 3. Ayn < 0 for all n _> nl >_ no. It follows that limT>-+oo y~ = b _> 0, and we claim 
that  b = 0. Suppose b > 0 and define un = ar~(Ay,,O (* for n > nl. Then, we have 
Au~ = -¢ (n ,  Yn, AY,O - q~f (Y~+O.  
Summing from nl to n - 1 and using Condition (H2), we obtain 
n- -  1 ~z-- 1 
Un <_ Un l -  ~ Ps(AY.s) c{-  ~ qsf (Ys+l ) .  
8~rz 1 8~$t 1 
(8) 
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In view of condition (3) and Abel's summation formula [1], equation (8) implies 
' )  I o ~llt "~ Ilnl -}- ] ~ I  J r z t  - , r (>+, )  Z q~ + Z zxf(>) q, _< 
,S~Tt, 1 ,S ~ ~'Z 1 \~T~ 1 
n-1  
M-  f (b)  E q'~" 
In view of condition (4), it is possible to choose an integer n2 sufficiently large so that for n > n2, 
we have 
un < f(b) n-~ 1 
_ - ~- -  % 
or  
Ay.  < - % 
8 ~77,1 
Summing the last inequality fi'om n2 to n, we obtain 
Us " 1 )1/~ ] ]n+l~yn2_(~) l / c~ ~ 1 Z q  t 
,S =g~,2 t=n l  
Condition (5) implies that {y,,} is eventually negative, which is a contradiction. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the difference quation 
2(A~j,,) ~ 
(?t(~x"qn)3) -- 2 + ]Ayn] d- 4(4?/, q- 1)~13+1 = O, ?Z ~ 2. (el) 
Here, o 3, a,~ = 'n, q¢, = 4(4?/, + 1), c)(n,u,v) = 2v3/(2 + Iv]), f (u)  = u 3, and we can take 
P,, ~ 0 and p,,, ~ 2. All conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, so any solution of (el) is either 
oscillatory or tends to zero monotonically as '~, ~ oc. One such solution is {(-1)~}. 
Next, we discuss the oscillatory and asymptotic behavior of solutions of equation (1) with 
Condition (H1) replaced by 
(H:~) there exist constants M2 > 0 and/3 > ~, with /3 the ratio of odd positive integers, such 
that f (u ) / 'u /  >_ M.e for all u ¢i 0. 
'I'H~<mEM 2. Suppose that in addition to (H2),(H3), conditions (2), (3), and (5) hold, {P~} is 
nonincreasing, and 
Then c rew solution of equation (1) is either oscillatory or tends monotonically to zero as n -~ oc. 
[N~OOF. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, we again see that condition (2) implies {Aye} 
has fixed sign. Let Ay,~ > 0 for a l ln  > nl for somenl  _> no. Defining zn as in Case2  in the 
proof of Theorem 1. we have 
Az,~ <_ -q .  + P, ;~ . 
-/]72 Yn + 1 
Summing the last inequality from n, to n and using the monotonicity of {P,~} and {Y~}, we 
ol)tain 
Zn+l  ~ Zr~l (/ 
- q,~ ÷ ~ \ , ,>,1 s zlc~ 
< Z,~l - q~ + ~ Y~I , 
8~751 
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since ~ > c~. Condition (9) implies that {z,~} is eventually negative, which is a contradiction. 
The remainder of the proof is similar to that  of Theorem 1 and will be omitted. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the difference quation 
n 3 (n 4 + 2n 3 + n 2 + 1) (Ayn)5 
/~ (n4(~ H- l)2(/kyn) 3) -F 
(n + 2)(n + 1) 7 (I + (Ayn) 2) 
[ (n+1)9+1]  5 
( Tg)7  iT) yn+l = o, > o. 
(e2) 
We have c~ = 3, t9 = 5, a~ = n4(n+l )  2, ¢(n, u, v) : [?z3(n4+2n3-Fn2+l)v5]/(n-~2)(n+l)7(l+v2), 
qn = [(n + 1) 9 + 1]/(n + 2)(n + 1) 5 , and f (u) = u 5. If we take P~ - 0 and p~ = [n3(n 4 + 2n 3 + 
n 2 + 1)]/(n + 2)(n + 1) '7, we see that all conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied, and so any solution 
of (e2) is either oscillatory or monotonically tends to zero as n --~ oc. One such solution is { I /n}.  
In the next theorem, we obtain criteria for oscillation of all solutions of equation (1). To prove 
our result, we need the following lemma; it is a generalization of Lemma 2 in [11]. 
LEMMA 3. In addition to (H2) and (2), assume that 
Z < i-< : oo.  (1o) 
I f  {Yn} is a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1), then there is an integer N E N such 
that ynAyn > 0 for all n >_ N. 
PROOF. Let {yn} be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1), and assume Yn > 0 for n > no E N. 
From the proof of Case 1 of Theorem 1, we have {Ay,~} is eventually of fixed sign. 
Let Ayn < 0 for n _> N _> no. Defining un = -an(Ayn)  ~, (1) and (H2) yield 
P~ Aun + un >_ O. (11) 
an 
Now (9) implies 
n-1 
s=N 
SO (]211(1 Ps ))l/a 
Ayn <_-u~ ~ -~u 1- -~s 
8=N 
Summing from N to n - 1, we have 
1/aA ~-~ 1 Pt 
Yn -- YN <_ aN /-AYN 1 -- , 
s=N t=N 
for n > N. Condition (10) implies that {Yn} is eventually negative, which is a contradiction. 
The proof in case {Yn} is eventually negative is similar. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that Conditions (H1),(H2), (2), (4), and (10) hold. Then every soIution of 
equation (1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. The proof follows from Lemma 3 and the proof of Case 2 of Theorem 1. 
The following result is a consequence of Lemma 3 and part of the proof of Theorem 2. 
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THEOREM 5. Assume Conditions (H2),(Ha), (2), (9), and (10) hold, and {P~} is nonincreasing. 
Then every solution of equation (1) is oscillatory. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the difference quation 
,', + 1) (ay . )  + 2(Ayn)  3 4 (4n 2 + 1On + 5) 3 
(n + 1)(2 + IAy.,I) + (n + 1) Yn+l = 0, n _> 1. (e3) 
We have an : (n + 1), ¢(n, u, v) = 2va/(n + 1)(2 + I~'1), q. = 4( 4n2 + I0n + 5)/(n + 1), f (u)  = u 3, 
and c~ = 3, and we can take P,, - 0 and Pn = 1/(n + 1). By Theorem 4, all solutions of (e3) are 
oscillatory, and {( -1)  '~} is one such solution. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the equation 
(Ayn) 3 2n + 1 + (2n + 1) 3 + (2n + 3) 3 3 
A ( (Ayn)  3) - (2n + 1)[1 + 21Y.l] + (~ + 1)3 Y~,+I : 0, n _> 1. (e4) 
With c~ = 3, f (u)  = u3, p~ = 1/(2n + 1), and Pn -- 0, all hypotheses of Theorem 4 are satisfied, 
so all solutions of (e4) are oscillatory. Here, {( -1)~n} is such a solution. Also note that  this 
oscillatory solution is unbounded. 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider the difference quation 
A + + 
2+IAy~I 
.~ 1/3 + 2-4/5( 4n + ~)Yn+l = 0, n >_ 1. (%) 
It is easy to see that all the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are satisfied with c~ = 1/5, fl = 1/3, P,~ =_ 1, 
and Pn -= 1; {y,~} = {( -1)  ~} is an oscillatory solution of (%). 
In the following theorem, we establish sufficient conditions for the oscillation of all solutions of 
equation (1) when condition (10) is not satisfied. 
THEOREM 6. Assume (HI) holds with M1 > 1, Conditions (H2) and (2) hold, 
\ 1/~ 
: 1 -  < (12) 
~'~:  T~ o 8 :n  o 
Dl ld  
] 
lira inf ~ > - -  (13) qnPn + l n~oo AI1 
I f  there is a positive nonincreasing sequence {hn} such that 
O(3 
E (/]11% - Pjhs = oo, (14) 
7~ :'rto 
then all solution of equation (1) are oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let {Yn} be a nonoseillatory solution of equation (1) and, without loss of generality, 
assume that Yn > 0 for all n >_ no E N. The proof for the ease Yn < 0 is similar and will be 
omitted. From the proof of Case 1 in the proof of Theorem 1, we have that {Ayn} eventually 
has fixed sign. 
CASE 1. Ayn < 0 for all n >_ N for some N > no. From (1) and (H2), we have 
Ann + p,~ U~ >_ O, 
an 
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where un = -a~(Ayn)  ~*. As in the proof of Lemma 3, we obtain 
n--1Q(~s ~ ( 7 ) )  1/c~ 1/~_  E 1 " Pt 
Yn -- YN <~ a N /-.XYN 1 - 
,s=N t=N 
for n > N. Hence, 
n--1 1 ' Pt 
YN > - (aN(AyN)~)  1/~ E 1 - 
s=N t=N 
for n > N, and lett ing n ~ oo, we obtain 
a IA rxct CI Y~v_>- x t Y~) ON. 
Now (H2) implies 
or 
and so 
A (an(Ayn)  ~) Ayn + pn(Ayn)  <~+1 + q,~f(y~+l)Ay~ > O, 
an+t(Ayn+l )  ~ - (a~ -p~) (Ay~)  ~ + q~f(y,,,+l) < O, 
(15) 
a~+l (Ay~+l )  c~+ q,,f(y,~+l) < 0 (16) 
by (2). From (H1) and (15), inequal ity (16) implies 
an+l (Ayn+l)'~ - 21.11q~a~+l (Ayes+ 1)~Pr~+ l < 0. 
Thus, 
1 ( t  
qTzfn+l <<- A11 , 
for n > N,  which contradicts (13). 
CASE 2. Ay ,~>0 for a l ln>N_>n0.  Defining 
wn = hn- ta~ (AYn)C~ 
Y,I ' 
using the monotonic i ty  of {h~} and Condit ions (Hi) and (U2), we obtain 
Aw~ <_ -~ I lh r ,  q,~ + P~h,~. 
Summing from N to n, we have 
w,~+l <_ WN -- ~ (Mlq~ - P~)h~ -* -oo  
s=N 
as n --+ oc. This contradict ion completes the proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 6. Consider the equation 
A (~(av,,) ~) + 4 + (A>~)~ + a2~ (>~+~ + ~,~+,) = 0, ,~ >_ 2. (e0) 
VVe have a = 5, a~ = n, ¢ (n ,u ,v , )  = 2v7/(4 + ug), q,~ = 32n, and f (u)  = u + u s . Wi th  P,~ _= 0 
and p,~ - 1, we have 
a-77: i) -< ( '~- 1)~/'~ ~ A - < 1. 
9 =n j = n j = r~ 
Now it is easy to see that  all condit ions of Theorem 6 with h,, - 1 are satisfied, so every solut ion 
of (e6) is oscil latory. One such solution is {y,~} = {( -1)~}.  
In conclusion, we just  wish to point out that  out" results clearly hold if (Ayn) ~ in equat ion (1) 
is replaced by ]Aynl%gn Ayn so that  the restr ict ion on (t > 0 being the ratio of odd integers can 
be removed. 
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